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 Clay can be easily moulded into 
a pot in the hands of a potter and 
if it is moulded properly then the 
pot will retain its shape. However, 
once it is baked then we will be 
unable to change its shape. Dear 

parents ! This same rule applies to your child as well. It is 
difficult to impart good sanskars (Subconscious impressions) 
on a grownup. However, a child’s mind is more receptive 
hence, it is easier for them to inculcate good sanskars. 

 However, taking time from our busy schedule of work 
and to make efforts to keep children away from temptations 
such as television, cricket etc. and inculcate good sanskars 
in them, is a question that worries most parents today. The 
‘Sanskar’ text series of Sanatan Sanstha provides a solution 
to this problem. This particular text from the ‘Sanskar’ series 
is an invaluable treasure that will make the life of your child 
ideal and blissful.

 Every point in every Holy text of the ‘Sanskar’ series is 
the seed of a good sanskar; hence, parents must make their 
children read these Holy texts. Discuss the points in these 
Holy texts with your child and advise the child to re-read 
them. Make your child practice the acts mentioned in these 
Holy texts. Children love to emulate, hence, set an ideal for 
them through your conduct and thoughts. This is our sincere 
request to all parents. - Compilers

An invaluable gift to parents to free them 
from all worries about their child’s upbringing
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Preface

 Dear children ! You read monthly magazines or stories 
such as ‘Cinderella’, ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’, and watch 
cartoons on TV. These programmes entertain you but do not 
help you in inculcating virtues. It is important to inculcate 
virtues as it makes our life ideal. The stories in this text will 
not only entertain you, but will also teach you how to lead  
a virtuous life, as you will obtain knowledge on moral  
conduct, spiritual practice, love for Dharma (Righteousness), 
love for our culture, devotion for the Nation etc.

 Dear children ! You should make efforts to practice the 
morals of these stories in your daily life. After reading the 
stories of revolutionaries who have sacrificed their lives for 
the freedom of the country, your love for the country should 
increase and you should also perform deeds for the welfare 
of the country; for example -  you should not allow anyone  
to disrespect our National Flag. Zoravar Singh and Fateh 
Singh accepted death but did not convert from Hindu 
Dharma. After reading their story, your pride for Dharma 
should increase. Abide by Dharma daily and protest against 
the denigration of Deities. After completely reading this text, 
re-read the stories during your holidays or during festivals, 
vacations and contemplate over the stories. You should also 
attend ‘Sanskarvarga’ to understand how to lead a virtuous 
life and read Sanatan’s Holy text series on ‘Balsanskar’.

 We pray unto the Holy feet of the Guru that - ‘On 
understanding the morals of these stories, may all become 
patriots and increase their love for Dharma’. - Compilers


